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Canadian province to give every citizen
$1,320 income boost to overcome poverty
One in five children live in poverty in Canada, according to Unicef,
and a recent poll found two-thirds of Canadians open to the idea of
basic income
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A Canadian province is to run a pilot project aimed at providing every
citizen a minimum basic income of $1,320 (£773) a month.

The provincial government of Ontario confirmed it is holding public
consultations on the $25m (£15m) project over the next two months,
which could replace social assistance payments administered by the
province for people aged 18 to 65.

People with disabilities will receive $500 (£292) more under the
scheme, and individuals who earn less than $22,000 (£13,000) a year
after tax will have their incomes topped up to reach that threshold.

READ MORE

The pilot report was submitted by Conservative ex-senator Hugh Segal,
who suggested the project should be tested on three distinct sites: in the
north, south and among the indigenous community of Ontario.

Areas with high levels of poverty and food insecurity should be chosen
for the test project, Mr Segal recommended.

“It is in fact the precinct of rational people when looking to encourage
work and community engagement and give people a floor beneath
which they’re not allowed to fall,” he said.

“We can do this for seniors without having to add any more bureaucrats
or civil servants, we respect their freedom to choose, we give them the
money, they decide what’s important. Why would we treat other poor
people differently?

Labour MPs debate universal basic income policy for the first time

Momentum activists create mock general election manifesto for
Labour

McDonnell pledges £10-an-hour minimum wage and backs universal
income

Corbyn pledges the Labour party to studying universal basic income
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Trade deal agreement signed between EU and Canada

“What Ontario is doing is saying let’s have a pilot project, let’s
calculate the costs, let’s calculate the positive and the nudge effects
behaviourally.”

Mr Segal confirmed that participation in the project, which is due to
launch in spring 2017, will be voluntary and promised “no one would
be financially worse off as a result of the pilot”.

One in five children live in poverty in Canada, according to Unicef, and
a recent poll of some 1,500 Canadians found two-thirds of those polled
were open to the idea of basic income.
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More about: | Ontario| Canada| poverty| basic income|
universal basic income

A similar project was tested in Dauphin, Manitoba, between 1974 and
1979, with families below the poverty line receiving over $3,000
(£1,757) a month. Over 1,000 citizens were said to have benefited from
the scheme.
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HunterJC
As someone who can't yet get work in the industry they studied I
could see this being very useful for those of us who do work, but
need aditional help to save a bit of money, who want to feel proud
about renting a 3bdr without using social housing. To help them pay
those 300$/mth+  payments to osap. To be able to afford a few days
off to spend with their family, even when they work 7 days straight
and two days off, because living has become so damn expensive.

With his being said, this will probably just make every other living
expense go up anyways.

teledyn
Please don't be fooled: Wynne's plan can do nothing for poverty in
this post-jobs economy when the United Way gives a minimum
LIVING wage for rural Ontario of $14.85/hr, which on a full-time (if
you could find such) would bring in $28K, or $2400/month!  They
are only offering HALF what they know is a poverty wage (if our
current $11/hr minimum wage was truly minimum, would we be
discussing "the working poor"?) -- as you note, the Manitoba
experiment provided $3,000 (£1,757) a month IN 1970'S
DOLLARS. I will let the economists here tell us what that would be
in today's currency.

I believe the problem Wynne has is one of caste: if we provide a
Living Wage, we can no longer bully a single mother to clean office
toilets for a pittance, because she isn't afraid that her children won't
eat, she can feed them, house them, clothe them, and provide

,
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So while the rhetoric sounds nice, we need perspective if we wish to
avoid the boondoggle.  Also in the 1970's Richard Nixon,
pre-Watergate, proposed and had Congress accept a universal basic
income of $2400USD (1970's money) only to have the Senate send it
back because that clearly wasn't enough to give the poor their dignity
as American citizens.

And it gets worse: Wynne is not proposing Universal payments, but
only that the government will "top you up" which brings the
associated policing for cheats and corruption from profiling and all
the rest of the mess we already have with the current Welfare system.
In fact, all she is really proposing is to increase the outrageously
inadequate $800/month by 50%, which yes, the poor will cheer and
Wynne and her cronies will toast with champaigne, but it won't break
the poverty. 

Now, to be fair, the Federal Liberals have significantly bumped up
our Baby Bonus payments, so our single mother of two will get
$1320 from Wynne and a further $900 from beautiful Trudeau, but
please, do the math: the sun is still quite a bit short of the United
Way Living Wage (which was calculated already considering the
prior rate of Baby Bonus)

I can only assume the Ontario plan is being designed for failure
specifically to superficially discredit the concept of Universal Basic
Income, and thereby keep the poor in their place, and keep the rich in
their place too.

You can probably tell I'm not amused.

TruthSerum
finally after 25 years of trying to figure out what was hindering my
ability to live a normal day to day life like the rest of the so called
Normal people in society, I managed to see a Nurse Practitioner who
sent me in for the MRI that returned the diagnosis for MS...that
which I have suffered all my life. I am finally getting the treatments
and looking into new medicines for the disease. Problem is over the
last 3 years Ive had to sell off most of every thing Ive worked so hard
to acquire over the years to try and stay ahead of the bills.  Between
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thousands of dollars worth of seedlings only to have a cold season
wipe me out. Because I am not a registered farm, Im on my own , my
gamble, my loss. Had a partner in a pizzeria and only after 3 years
did I truly discover how sticky that mans fingers really was, when he
finally got caught. , again my fault for trying to make an honest
living and trusting in my fellow man , long story short, he was
smarter in ways that I wasnt and I fell prey...Now... the tires are worn
so badly that you can almost see the air through the canvas, don't
worry, I can't afford to put fuel in it any more, the vehicle has engine
problems beyond my budget anyway ...Im 45 with the kids long
moved out on their own, ...whos going to hire me , First off I have
MS, which i would tell any employer in my resume, tell me who will
hire me when I tell them, there could be times where I will be
missing up to a  few months , but heres hoping its just a mild flare up
and it will be only a couple of days? oh..and there is a chance I could
have a convulsion when Im there ...what do you think my odds are at
getting employment , even at Mc Donald's? So there we are now,
welfare will demand that I go on ODSP, ODSP demands that I go to
Canada Pension ...Canada what??? ODSP also says what you have
you must sell assets if its worth more than 5000 and that Im to
inform them if I do go out of the province or Country...Thats next to
probation...so now I sit and wonder, do I swallow my pride and go to
the food bank? or let the phone be disconnected and also loose all my
communication privileges ...Oh wait thats out of the question, My
wife who has a full time job is earning money ...shes working to stay
working , by the time fuel and vehicle expenses are paid...45 minutes
a drive each way,  and the basic household expenses covered ,,,theres
aproximately enough left over to get to work for the next two weeks.
and thats eating light... heres the biggest problem I have through any
of this...its you arrogant people who look down the barrels of your
noses Judging everyone around you to improve your own self images
...My Doctor assumed so long ago that I was a welfare seeker, and
for so long Ive seen the aggressions of society when they can't
understand something ...that 1200 bucks people are whining about,
should be issued each month to everyone with a Canadian Social
Insurance number as a royalty from our fresh water alone , then
divide up the other natural resources and pass each Canadian the
Royalties ...but you know something? With me , Canadian Pride
takes over ...Im going to sell my house and find a remote property for
a low price and see If I can use my wits like my ancestors did
without that saftey net most people condemn , but unlike so many
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teledyn
This bears repeating: "that 1200 bucks people are whining
about, should be issued each month to everyone with a
Canadian Social Insurance number as a royalty from our fresh
water alone"

The policing only leads to corruption and people falling
between the cracks, and of course, the people who will game
the system on both sides.  Give everyone their National
Dividend, not just for the water that makes industry work, but
for their share of the forests, wetlands, solar energy collected
in plant life, biodiversity, you could go on and on.

But mostly, we are really paying them to be consumers,
because all the robotic shoe factories in the world do you no
good if there's no one left to buy the shoes (famous
Depression era photo of a shoeless street urchin playing in
front of a shoe factory chained closed) Robots don't need the
wages, yet they will still produce the goods and services. One
legal assistant with robotic help can now do better than what
was a whole office pool of assistants combing case studies!
The wealth is being generated, it needs to be shared (oops, am
I starting to sound like a Lenin-era commie? yikes!
unintentional, and if it applies to me, we have to include
Nixon and Greenspan in the bunch)

Do I advocate giving $2416/month to the rich too? yes. Think
about it: they are always complaining about how the
goverment spends their money, now they can spend it
themselves! Sponsor a football team, be a patron of arts, fund
community projects ... and if they don't, well, that extra $28K
is still a taxable income, it's in their own best interests to
spend it wisely :)

Tarni64
My question is: it says for every citizen.  Does that mean children
too? because that means that a family of 6 (such as ours) will receive
119,360 annually (I am a stay at home mom, on medical disability
through my insurance, my son recently laid off, 3 children still in
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to buy a home, and allow us to pay our bills in a timely manner
(including Ontario's skyrocketing Hydro) I can totally see better
things for the province to be doing with this money... But it is nice to
see that they are FINALLY thinking about the people... rather than
just lining their own pockets...

Myloko
Yeah, no. If the government gave money to every person,
regardless of age, then you would have people literally
popping out babies to milk the system. Take the survey and
read the breakdown:

https://www.ontario.ca/form/basic-income-pilot-public-survey

nwp10
For everyone describing how this would suddenly make everyone
just 'stop working' because they no longer have any motivation to. I
would just like to point out that $1,320 in Ontario (unless far out in
the 'boonies') will not even barely make the minimum cost of living
when accounting for rent, food, utilities.

Yes, there are drug addicts and generally lazy, sloth like people who
will likely never leave their parents basement.

But a guarantee'd income like this can also mean a single mother can
survive on 1 job instead of taking on several and provide her kids
with a better life, it can mean the guy who was recently laid off and
needs a few months to find a position he's suited for doesn't have to
worry about losing his home. It may be naive of me, but I believe
there are far more out there that want to elevate their lives but are
simply up against an insurmountable barrier of not enough jobs,
time, or energy to generate the amount needed to give themselves a
shot. 

teledyn
The Pirate Party of Canada did the math: even if 90% of the

,
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no actual impact on the GNP.

HaroldS
Poverty is genetic.

Mshel Sinnott
Corbyn would  get the ball rolling here on this if elected.

visnuduti
Only a few would not like to do something, they are most drug
abusers. Some would like do some art, writing, painting etc., But
someone must be very lucky to earn enough money with art, most
artists have to work to get enough money for living. So a basic
income will be very helpful for artists, many like to do social work,
volonteer etc., but would not get enough money for living.
If someone want to do nothing, really nothing, this is really boring,
just stay the whole day in bed.

sOnIc
Nobody wants to be a failure. Most "drug abusers" are not
people who opt out of society for fun, they are people whose
social circumstances have led them off the rails, usually
through poverty, and its tragic for them and for society. The
whole point of a minimum standard of living would be to
make people happier, and much less likely to end up in those
social circumstances, nicer communities, better standard of
education, more opportunities, friendlier more tolerant people,
less crime, less resentment of those better off than you. It's
about making a nicer place, better for everybody - and thus
less people who drop out. Have a heart, have some hope.

teledyn
Google "Simon Fraser Rat Park Experiments" --
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sapphire_407
It will just encourage people not to work.  Why should they when
you can get free money?

thecouchtripper
Hey, just because you're lazy and hateful, it doesn't mean that
everyone is. Money like this will encourage all sorts of small
businesses and general growth in the local area. Though you
probably think the people being helped will spend it all on
alcohol, right?

AllISeeHereIsLies
if you didnt have to spend all your days working is there not
something you would like to pursue? a hobby? an art? a
business idea? something you've never found time for? This is
what this is for for you. For those without jobs or low paying
jobs it secures a higher standard of living for all so there is no
benefit admin costs and lower health costs due to better health.

RampantSarcasm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/False-consensus_effect

A cognitive bias whereby people tend to overestimate the
extent to which their opinions, beliefs, preferences, values,
and habits are normal and typical of those of others

teledyn
it would certainly mean that you couldn't bully a single mom
to clean your toilets for half a living wage. Those who rest
their fortunes on wage slavery would, yes, be doomed.  The
Cowboys of old, for example, or the men who manned the
sailing ships and mined the coal and all sorts of unfathomably
brutal jobs for nearly nothing save hope that their children
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Juveco
Great idea
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